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Conal vs spoke-like geometry

Conal geometry
Spoke-like geometry



  

Azimuthally-limited beams 
                      - main arguments:

1. Bifurcated features in pulse profiles

    - no RFM

    - increasingly split at large nu, 
      in agreement with radiative physics

    - bifurcations should be washed out 
      in the conal case



  

Plasma outflow at:            v_t  ~  c

Plasma drift at:                 v_d  ~  (Rns/Rlc)^a  <<  c  (a ~ 2)

For an unscreened electric field the drift of any specific electron 
                                                              is negligible if P > 2.5e-4 s

v_d

v_t



  

=> Bifurcations can survive only in the stream-cut scenario 
                            (spoke-like geometry)

Conal case: plasma outflow is expected
                    to wash out the minimum

Stream-like case:
the outflow of plasma
does not interfere with 
the minimum of emissivity 



  

2. Beam mapping for precessing pulsars
                                                                J1906+0746: single components in the MP and IP

Porb = 4 hr, Pprec = 165 yr, tobs = 4 yr            (Desvignes et al. 2012)

DRD2010



  

PSR J0631+1036: a highly symmetric quadruple

An obvious nested-cone beam?

Beautiful symmetry – no need to ask whether conal or patchy
Gamma-ray profile available  -  radio profile from the vicinity of dipole axis
Polarisation angle curve reasonably similar to the RVM model (sin_alpha/sin_beta available)
Steepest gradient point strongly delayed relativistically  -  independent estimate of r available



  

Angular radii of emission cones (Rankin 1992): 

               outer cone:  4.3 deg P^-0.5         (rho_1)
               inner cone:  5.8 deg P^-0.5         (rho_2)       

               “Observed” ratio of cones size: 0.74         

M T

If emission from l. o. field lines => emission radius r

rho scales as the square root of P  => similar emission altitude for all objects 
                                                                   ~220 km (20 Rns) for the outer cone
                                                                   ~130 km (10 Rns) for the inner cone



  

Geoffrey A. E. Wright 2003

The same emission altitude, different field lines:

both geometrical and observational arguments support
                                                  two emission cones with size ratio of ~0.74

up to 0.82 for a large dipole tilt



  

Problems:

- order of magnitude disagreement between the expected, and observed r_em:

Geometric method:

  assuming rho_1/rho_2 = 0.74, it is possible to find alpha 
  for which      r_em  =~  220 km   (Teixeira et al. 2014)

From the delay of the polarisation angle curve:

              r_PA  =  Rlc delta_phi / 4  >=  1150 km 

moreover... 



  

Equally separated components => doubly fine-tuned geometry

Peak-to-peak width very sensitive to beta/rho_1

One profile with equal peak separations is expected per 330 M+Q type profiles 
(assuming delta_phi = 6 deg +/- 0.5 deg)

Central minimum with large depth unexpected: inner boundary o thinner cone
                           needs to be squeezed between rho_1 and beta = 0.95 rho_1
                           => even smaller chance to observe such a profile

rho_1/rho_2



  

Wedge model

1. low-altitude emitter located off-meridian

   => PA delay simply geometrical

   => disagreement of different r avoided

2. leadingmost component wider
    because of similar simple geometric reasons

3. no peak-to-peak RFM
    (confirmed at least between 0.3 and 3 GHz)

4. doubly fine tuned viewing of conal geometry
    not needed  



  

In the wedge model, profiles do not become wider for smaller alpha, 
if the maximum PA slope is known and fixed.

smaller alpha => smaller beta => narrower beam close to the dipole axis 

=> apparent enlargement of profiles for nearly aligned rotators does not work
     (if the PA slope is known and fixed)

smaller beta => profile too narrow (locally-narrower wedge cancels out the small-alpha widening)
wider wedge => asymmetry of components too large (larger than observed)



  

Another shape of beam? 

Eg. not limited by the lines of fixed magnetic azimuth
      (not narrowing close to the dipole axis) 

Curvature radiation beam
(extraordinary polarisation mode)



  

Conclusions

Contrarily to expectations,  the apparently (obviously?) conal profile of J0631+1036 
cannot be self-consistently  interpreted in terms of the standard beam of nested cones.

Wedge-type model does not work either – reasonably wide profiles unavailable.

Most probably, something is wrong with the standard (conal) model:

- different cone size ratio? ( rho_1/rho_2 = 0.4 would work fine )

- PA not determined by the sky-projected direction of B-field (?)

     - many PA curves are frequency-dependent, but
     - most of the nu-dependent changes can be explained by orthonal mode jumps 
        flattened by the scattering (Karastergiou 2009) 

- another shape of beam, eg. not limited by the lines of fixed magnetic azimuth



  



  

Patchy geometry:

similar to spoke-like if the active spots 
are just feeding the high altitude emission

arbitrarily complicated (?) if direct emission 
from the near surface irregularities of B 
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